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Abstract
We consider a supply chain design problem where the decision maker needs to decide the number and locations of the
distribution centers (DCs). Customers face tandom demand, and each DC maintains a certain amount of safety stock in
order to achieve a certain service level for the customers it serves. The objective is to minimize the total cost that includes
location costs and inventory costs at the DCs, and distribution costs in the supply chain. We show that this problem can be
formulated as a nonlinear integer programming model, for which we propos e aLagrangian relaxation based solution algo-
rithm. By exploring the structure of the problem, we find a low-order polynomiat atgoiitfrm for the nonlinear intege, pio-
gramn'ring problem that must be solved in solving the Lagrangian relaxation sub-problems. We present computational
results for several instances of the problem with sizes ranging from 40 to 320 customers. Our results show the benefits
of having an integrated supply chain design framework that includes location, inventory, and routing decisions in the same
optimization model.
O 2006 Elsevier B.V. Al l  r ights reserved.
Keywords: Location models; Vehicle routing; Inventory; Integrated supply chain design models
l. Introduction
Fierce competit ion in today's global market forces companies to better design and manage their supply
chain networks. There are roughly three different levels of decisions in a supply .huin, the stitegic, tactical,
and operational levels. The decisions at different levels are typically treat.d ,.purutely in the literature. For
example, most well-studied location models do not consider inventory costs, and shipment costs are estimated
by direct shipping. Although one may argue that tactical inventory replenishment decisions and shipment
schemes are not at the strategic level, and we should not consider them in the strategic planning phur.,
. C-*rponding author. Tel.: *l 510 643 2392: fax:+l 510 642 1403.
E-mail addres.y: shen(Z)icor.berkeley.cd u (2.-J . Max Shen).
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however, failure to take the related inventory and shipment costs into consideration when deciding the loca-
tions of facilities can lead to sub-optimality, since strategic location decisions have a big impact on inventory
and shipment costs (for details, see Section 5.3).
In this paper, we propose a supply chain design model, which considers the impacts of the strategic facility
location decisions on the tactical inventory and shipment decisions. Specifically, we consider a three-tiered
supply chain system consisting of one or more suppliers, distribution centers (DCs) and customers. We assume
each customer has uncertain demand that follows a certain probability distribution. We assume the customers
are uniformly scattered in a connected area. Several DCs will be opened and each DC is served directly by the
supplier and distributes products to customers. Each customer will order at the beginning of the period, the
DC combines the orders from different customers and order from the supplier. The number and locations of
DCs are not given a priori. We assume that at every DC, there is a delivery truck with fixed capacity. The
problem is to determine how many DCs to locate, where to locate them, which DC should serve which cus-
tomers, how often to reorder at a DC and what level of safety stock to maintain, so as to minimize total loca-
tion, shipment, and inventory costs, while ensuring a pre-specified level of service. A key problem is that the
demand that is seen by each DC is a function of the demands at the customers assigned to that DC, which is a
function of the assignment of customers to the DC. We assume the transportation costs and the inventory
costs exhibit economies of scale under which the average unit cost decreases as the total volume of activity
increases. This realistic assumption will result in several nonlinear terms in the formulation that we will present
later.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some related models in the literature. Sec-
tion 3 describes our integrated stochastic supply chain design model and Section 4 proposes a solution algo-
rithm for the model. Computational results that highlight the effectiveness of the algorithm are reported in
Section 5, where we also show the benefit of integration in supply chain design. Finally, in Section 6 we con-
clude the paper and discuss extensions and future research directions.
2. Related research
As we discussed in Section 1, there are three important decisions within a supply chain: facilities location
decisions; inuentory management decisions; and distribution decisions. It is clear that these three key elements
of a supply chain are highly related. For example, an effective distribution scheme depends on the locations of
facilities, and a good inventory management scheme depends on effective shipment plans. Being able to build a
decision support system which integrates these elements of a supply chain is a major challenge and can provide
a company with a tremendous competitive advantage in the market. In the literature, we have seen many
papers that study the integration and coordination of any two of the above three important decisions: loca-
tion-routing models, inventory-routing models, and location-inventory models.
For reviews on location-routing models, readers can refer to Balakrishnan et al. (1987) and Min et al.
(1998). For inventory-routing models, please refer to Kleywegt et al. (2002a,b) and Adelman (2003).
There are many papers that study the location, inventory, and distribution coordination issues, but except
the papers by Erlebacher aud Meller (2000), Daskin et al. (2002) and Shen et al. (2003), most of the other
papers either ignore the (nonlinear) inventory costs, or approximate the costs with linear functions. Erlebacher
and Meller (2000) formulate a highly nonlinear integer location/inventory model. They attack the problem by
using a continuous approximation as well as a number of construction and bounding heuristics. Computation
times on a 600 node problem using an exchange heuristic averaged 117 hours on a Sun Ultra Sparcstation.
Slren (2000), Shen et al. (2003), and Daskin et al. (2002) studied the joint location/inventory model in which
location, shipment and nonlinear safety stock inventory costs are included in the same model. They developed
an integrated approach to determine the number of DCs to establish, the location of the DCs, and the mag-
nitude of inventory to maintain at each center. Shen et al. (2003) use Column generation while Daskin et al.
(2002) apply Lagrangian relaxation to solve this problem. They use a low-order polynomial algorithm for the
nonlinear integer programming sub-problem that must be solved in either of the two approaches. Instead of
using the more complex routing costs, they assume linear direct shipment costs from a DC to the customers it
serves. They also assume that the variance of demand of customer i, o!, is proportional to the mean demand of
customer i, pi, and that the proportionality constant is the same for each customer i. In other words. they
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assume Fi -- j,o? Vi e I. This allows them to reduce the number of nonlinear terms in the objective function
from two to one. Recently, Shu et arl. (2005) study a more general model in which this assumption on demand
is relaxed.
Simchi-Levi 1 1992) considers a hierarchical planning model for stochastic distribution systems, in which the
locations and demand of customers are determined according to some probability distribution. Different deci-
sions are grouped into three classes: strategic planning, tactical planning, and operational control. He believes
that these classes are not independent and an integrated approach is required to avoid sub-optimization, but
he did not pursue this approach and instead proposes a hierarchical approach in which the operational costs
(location costs and routing costs) of the probabilistic multi-depot distribution system are estimated first, then
the service territories for each DC is designed, and finally, routing strategy for the system is determined. The
fixed cost of establishing a DC is assumed to be a constant. Also, no inventory related costs are included in his
model.
Vidal and Goetschalckx (2001) study a global supply chain design model that maximizes the aftertax profits
of a multi-national corporation. Their model simultaneously considering transferring prices, transportation
cost allocation, inventory costs, and their impact on the selection of international transportation modes. They
propose an algorithm that can produce feasible solutions with small gaps between the solutions and their
upper bound. In a recent paper, Santoso et al. (2005) propose a stochastic programming approach for the
same problem that is computationally shown to be more efficient when solving large-scale problems.
Alonso-ayuso et al. (2003) study a two-stage supply chain planning problem. The first stage deals with the
strategic decisions, such as plant sizing, product/material selection and allocation decisions, and the second
stage deals with tactical decisions, such as production and inventory levels. The objective is to maximize
the expected profit of the supply chain.
In this paper, we propose an integrated stochastic supply chain design model that takes into consideration
the location, inventory, and routing costs. We get rid of the assumption that Fi: W? Yi e I in Shen et al.
(2003). Furthermore, we model the shipment from a DC to its customers using a vehicle routing model instead
of the l inear direct shipping model.
We want to point out that there are other strategic decisions other than location, for instance, capacity,
technology, and product mix decisions, that are not included in our model. Dasci and Verter (2001a,b) discuss
the technology acquisition and plant location problem, while Goetschalckx et al. (2002) give an excellent
review of integrated supply chain design problems.
3. Model formulation
In this paper, we assume the customers are uniformly scattered in a connected region, .{, and the area of .il
is A. We also assume that the customer demands are independent and follow Normal distributions. The fol-
lowing notation will be used throughout this paper.
Inputs and parcrmeters
o I set of customers;
o 
-/: set of candidate DC locations;
. pi: mean (yearly) demand at customer i, for each i e I;
o o?: variance of (daily) demand at customer i, for each i e I;
o f,: fixed (annual) cost of locating a DC at j, for each j e J;
. a: desired percentage of customers orders satisfied (fill rate);
r B: weight factor associated with the shipment cost;
. 0: weight factor associated with the inventory cost;
o zo: standard normal deviate such that P(z ( zo): a,
. /z: inventory holding cost per unit of product per year;
. Fj: fixed administrative and handling cost of placing an order at DC j, for each j e J:
. L: DC order lead time in days;
. gr: fixed shipment cost per shipment from the plant to distribution center 7;
o Zi: cost per unit of a shipment from the plant to candidate site 7;
Z.-J. Max Shen. L.
The weight factors p, 0 will be
explained in Section 5.
To simplify notation, we assume
ferent DCs.
3.1. Working inuentory cost
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used to adjust the relative proportion of different cost components, as
all the lead times are equal and the holding cost rates are the same at dif-
(2)
(3 )
In this subsection, we outline the inventory policy under which the system operates. A DC orders inventory
from the plant using a (r, Q) policy with service level constraints. The frequency of orders and the order quan-
tity at each DC are determined by the mean demand served by the DC which, in turn, is a function of the
assignment of customers to the DC.
Let ^S, denote the set of customers served by DC j, Di denote the total annual (expected) demand going
through DC i (Di -- D,.s,#,), and n be the number of shipments per year from the supplier. Then the average
shipment size in one shipment from supplier to DC7 is Diln, and the average working inventory cost at DC7 is
0hD/(2r1. Assuming the delivery cost from the supplier to DC j can be calculated as g, * a1D1f n, where gy is
the fixed cost of placing an order. Then the total annual cost of ordering inventory from the supplier to DC]' is
given by
F p t fi(s 1 + a1D,l n)n + 0hD1 l Qn). (t )
It is easy to show that the optimal value of n that minimizes the above function equals to
qhDjlQ@t The corresponding total annual working inventory cost associated with DC 7 can be
expressed as
1- MiDi
3.2. Safety stock cost
Since the customer demands are uncorrelated and normally distributed, the total leadtime demand variance
seen at DC i can be written as Zf,.rof . Thus the amount of safety stock required to ensure that stockouts
occur with a probabil ity of a or less it ,,rff41. The corresponding holding cost for the safety stock at
D C T i s  V  
u t ' '
0hz,
3.3. Routing cost approxinmtion
The vehicle routing problem (VRP) is an NP-hard problem, furthermore, since we focus on the design
phase and only want to estimate the total expected routing costs as a result of different DC locations, we
decide to use coutinuous approximation to approximate the optimal routing cost. Continuous approximation
models, which use continuous functions to represent distributions of customer location and demand, have
been developed to provide insights into complicated mathematical programming models. For a review of con-
tinuous approximation models and their application in logistics, see Daganzo (1996). Langcvil et al. (1996)
and Dasci  and Verter (2001a,b).
We assume each DC sends a truck to visit its customers at a fixed frequency, say every day or every week.
We use 1 to denote the number of visits in a year. Let m be the total number of customers served by a specific
DC i, @ be the vehicle capacity, dil be the distance between customer i and DC i, and I) be the length of the
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+ (1 - tlq)r)vi=r(>ir,) l, (4)
(7 )
Daganzo (1996) shows that if nr customers are independently scattered in a region according to a spatial
customer density (points per unit area) 5(a), and probability density function/( a) of the customer coordinates
a:(at ,a2), then i t  is  easy to see that 6(a):* j (a) ,  and the expected tour length T,can be expressed as
r;  -  gmE(6(a)- ' t ' )  :  SmE(f*f Oi- ' , ' )  :  QtF*nVAl- ' , ' ) ,  (5)
where { is an unknown constant. d :0.75 for Euclidean metrics.
Now, lets assume there are l1l : ly' customers uniformly scattered in .{ . Among all these l/ customers, sup-
pose m of them are served by DC j and the other Ir,' - m customers will be served by other DCs. Thus, we can
divide C into two areas'. C r that is occupied by the customers assigned to DC j, and C 2 that is occupied by
the other I{ - m customers. Define a new distribution 7@) for .il as an estimation of the probability density
function (pd| of these m customers' locations over .q/:
a  e  . { 1 ,
a € d 2 .
Then we can estimate T*, as follows:
lTal :  #;\ -
l. /(a) : o;
r; - \J*EG@)-'2) : oJm |",.*tfao": \t/*n 1",, tFooa = o\frDv,l\Fo
t r - - A:  Q lmm N
Substitute (6) into (4), we can estimate the optimal VRP distance by the following formulation:
/-Y \ / nvi = t(t  
*0,,1 I ,+ (r - t tdo,, l#\ =1 ' l  / l
From our computational tests,, the above approximation is pretty accurate when l/ is large enough. We
tested the performance of Eq. (7) using a data set with 150 points from Christofides et al. (1979). We first pick
one point as the DC and then randomly choose a certain number of points (ranging from 20 to 150) from these
150 points to be the customers served by this DC. We then compare the solutions from Eq. (7) with solutions
from a genetic algorithm (GA). From computational study, we believe the GA algorithm can produce near-
optimal solutions. We ran the GA algorithm on the 14 test problems described in Christofides et al. (1979).
These problems contain between 50 and 199 customers in addition to the depot. The computational results
show that the GA algorithm produces solutions that are with 2o/o f the best solutions that are obtained by
meta-heuristics (Agarwal et al., 2004). Fig. 1 depicts the average gaps between the solutions from our approx-
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Fig. L Comparisons between solutions from Eq. (7) and GA.
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As pointed out in Daskin et al. (2002),, if the demand satisfy Hi : To? Yi e I , every DC has a region of ser-
vice in the optimal solution, and there is no "overlap" of different service areas. Our extensive computational
tests show that this property still holds for the case with general demand distributions. We further tested the
performance of Eq. (7) under such scenario, where the chosen points are concentrated in a certain area instead
of scattering throughout the entire service area (although the shape of the area can be arbitrary). The results
show that the gaps are typically smaller than those shown in Fig. 1.
We assume that there is a dedicated truck in each DC that delivers to the retailers every period according to
a certain route. It is reasonable to assume that, under some conditions (e.g., driver does not have to work over-
time), the transportation cost related to this route is concave in the distance travelled. That is, the routing cost
RC/ ' ) should be a concave function of V1.
3.4. Integrated model
We define the followins Decision uariables:
Xi : l , i f  j  is  selected as a DC locat ion,  and 0,  otherwise, for  each j  eJ;
Y , i : 1 , i f c u s t o m e r i i s s e r v i c e d b y a D C b a s e d a I " j , a n d 0 , o t h e r w i s e , f o r e a c h i e l a n d e a c h j e J .





where $,i :2p,tt,i14 + XQ -
By incorporating (2) and
Problem P : min
-
I  14\6 , l* > 0.v , "
(3), the problem can be formulated as
(
\ f,x , + Fa if u,)'i, * RCy( i e r
Y i j : 1  f o r e a c h  i e  I ,
'(, ' 'o'' '") 
/q
Tj€J
tjeJs . t .





( 1 0 )





Y i i  - X j < 0  f o r e a c h i e  I ,  j e  J ,
Yu  e i0 ,  1 )  fo r  each  i e  I ,  j  eJ ,
Xi 
€ {0, l} for each j e J,
where
q -- 7hz"JL.
Since Kir/idenotes the working inventory cost, and
WICr(x) :: K11/i,
SICi(x) :: qJi
and rewrite the model objective as




min ! Q,*,+ [,- iD,,,r , ,+RC,(; b,,r, ,)+wrc,(;  , ,r , ,)+src,(:  ,?t, ,)) ( 1 4 )
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The objective function minimizes the weighted sum of the following four cost components:
. The fixed cost of locating facilities, given by the term Di"fiXi
. The annual shipment cost from the supplier to the DCs, given by the term DlfuiD,er\iYii.
. The annual shipment cost from the DCs to the customers, given by the term D,RCr(L.,E,iY,).
. The expected total inventory costs, given by D,KiJt;,1tft +Diq
The constraints of the model are identical to those of the uncapacitated facility location (UFL) problem,
thus the problem we are studying is more difficult than the standard UFL problem, which is already a noto-
rious NP-hard problem.
4. Solution approach
We use Lagrangian relaxation embedded in branch and bound to solve Problem P. In the following we
explain how to derive the lower bound and upper bound of Problem P. We also present a variable fixing tech-
nique to speed up the algorithm. Daskin et al. (2002) use a similar Lagrangian approach to solve a special case
of our general model, where there is only one separable concave term. For the same optimization problem,
Verter and Dincer (1995) and Dasci nnd Verter (2001a,b) propose the progressive piecewise l inear underesti-
mation technique. No algorithm has been reported in the literature that can solve a model with three or more
separable concave terms in the objective function.
4.1. Finding a lower bound
( 1 5 )
Xi, and
PQ of
We relax constraint (10) to obtain the following Lagrangian Dual problem:
max min >,{t  *,+ fui lu,y, i**. ,  ( t  b,,r, , \+ wtci (>, l , ,rr)) .  x , '  f r |  ie t  \ ;7  /  \U /
/  \ )  /  \
+ src i {  t  o lY, i }  |  *  \ ; " , [  t  -  L , r , l
\ i e r  /  )  i { t  \  i ( r  /
_l -  /_  \
: I lft* + t (lta irt, - 2,)Y ii + RC, ( \,b,tY,, Ij ( J  I  i e l  \ i e l  /
/_  \  /_  \ l
+ wrc/ (t u,Y, )+ src/ (, "iY,, )l * P ^,
s . t .  Y i i  - X i ( 0  f o r e a c h i e -  I ,  j € J ,
Yi j  
€ {0,  1}  for  each i  € I ,  j  €J,
Xi 
€ {0, l} for each j e J.
For fixed values of the Lagrange multiplie r , ).i, wa want to minimize (15) over the location variables,
the assignment variables , Yii. In order to golve this problem, we need to be able to solve a sub-problem
the following form for each candidate DC j e J:
problem p(L) ,  Vi :  ^in 
E,,y, i  
+*.,  ( ,  u r, ,)+ wtc, (;  ,  r , ,)+ stc,,  ( ;  o , , ,)
t , t ,  { 0 ,  1 }  f o r a l l  i € 1 , ( 1 6 )
where
ai '.: fuiFi - ),,
b,  : :  b,1,
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c i ' . :  [ I i ,
d i  ' . :  o,2.
Note thal fi dogs not depend on Yii and hence can be ignored for discussion here.
Define ri = V i + .fi, then it is easy to see that LB = D;,,igo 11 * l,li is a lower bound to Problem P.
For each j e J, define set function Gi on 1as follows: For each S 
_C 1,
/ \ / \ / \G;(s) =
E 
ai * RCy (f u,) * wrci (f ,,) * srci (f a,) (r 7)
4.1.1. Properties of the problem
We show in this section some properties of Problem P(7). We use Rj to denote the optimal solution to min-
sqr G/S). We first show that instead of checking every customer in set 1, we can just focus on a subset of L
Lemma 1. Giuen a candidate DC location j eJ, and associated minimum-reduced-cost set R] c I. For euery
i  e  R ; . a i 1 0 .
P r o o f .  L e t i  
€ R ; . S i n c e  b , , c , , d ' ) 0 , i f  a i 2  0 , t h e n f o r a n y s o l u t i o n z w i t h 2 i : l , t h e o b j e c t i v e f u n c t i o n v a l u e
is strictly greater than that of the solution obtained from I by setting Zi : 0. tr
Hence we may restrict our search for R) to customers in 1- , where | - {i e I1ar10}. We next identify a
nice structural property of setRi bV extending an argument in Chakravarty et al. (1985) and Shu et al. (2005).
Let as: Di.sai , bs : D,.rb,, cs : Die5c;, ?rtd ds : D,rrd,.Define a new function
hi(* t ,xz,x3,xq) ' . :  xr  *  RCr(rr)  + wlCr(x3) *  s lCi(xa).
Note that hfx1,x2,x3,xa) is a separable concave function. It is clear that
p1!t  Gi  (S) :  p l l  h i (ot ,bs,c5,ds).
Since the set {(as,D5,SC5,d5):Sg /-} is f inite, its convex hull, which wil l be denoted by H, is a convex
polyhedron.
p1l c;(s) :  p lq hi(ot ,bs,cs,ds) --  a,#, frr , ,h i(o,b,c,d),
the latter minimization problem attains a minimum at an extreme point of H since the function hlis concave.
Let(a*,b*,c*,rf)be an extreme point of H. Since 11 is a polyhedron, it is well known that there exists a
linear function/( ') on H that attains its unique minimum over H al (a*,b*,c*,1). Since/'is linear, it has a
representation J(a,b,c,Q -a'a* P'b+y'c* 5'd defined by real numbers a',  f l ' ,  T'  and d'.  The uniqueness
of (a*,b*,c*,f)  as the minimizer of J'  over 11 assures that we do not have cr ' :  f ' :nyt :  d' :0.
Since I/  is the convex hul l  of {(as,bs,cs,ds): S C 1-},
a ' a -  I  f r ' b .  + l ' c *  + 6 ' d r  :  m i l  a ' a *  0 ' b + ? ' c * d ' d :  r y i _ n a ' a 5  - t  f r ' b r * y ' c s +  6 ' d s( o . b , c d ) e l l  S C /
: fr}q L{o' o' * f' b' t Y''' + 6' di)'
, C J
The set S*:  l i  e I -  :  ct 'e i*  f '  b, l  y 'c,+ 6 'd i< 0) is c lear ly opt imal for  the above opt imizat ion problem.
Hence, we conclude from the uniqueness property that  (a-,b*,c*,d*) :  (or . ,br . ,cs*,ds*) ,  i .a. ,  Rl  :  S. .  Note
t h a t S - :  { i :  a ' a i t  f r ' b , - t y ' c i l 6 ' d ,  <  0 } :  { i : a ,  +  F ' ? , + y , f , + 6 ' t  >  0 } :  { i :  f , * , + y , y i * 6 , r , ' <  a , } ,  w h e r e
xt: -b/ar, f r: -Ci/ar, and zi: -d/ai. Here, xi, ! i , zi> 0 for all t. '
If we define a point pi, for each i e I-, with coordinate (xr,yr,z) in the three-dimension space OXYZ, and
denote the set of point lp,,i e 1 ) by R, then S. includes all points in R that locate below the plane defined by
F ' x t * y ' y i * 6 ' z i : d . ' , i . e . , a l l p ; € R t h a t s a t i s f y  F ' * , l y ' y i I 5 ' t , l r y , . H o w e v e r , w e d o n o t k n o w t h e e x a c t v a l -
ues of d', F', y' and d', thus we can not derive S. directly. In order to determine S*, and hence the optimal
solution to Problem P(i), our strategy is to enumerate all possible planes defined by different values of u',
( 1 8 )
(1e )
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0' , T' and d/ that result in different partitions of set R, thus obtaining all possible candidate solutions for set ,S*.
We then choose the best one based on the corresponding objective values of Problem P(j). We show how this
process works in the following section.
4.1.2. Rank and search algorithm
We first observe that any two points in R, say pt and p2, together with another point, szy p, e R, r 2 3, that
is l inearly independent with p1 and p2, czrl determine a plane, Fr(x,l,z):0. We also create an unique base
plane F6, contzining pt, pz and vertical with Lhe z: 0 plane. Let the plane that is vertical with f'6 and contains
both p1 and p2 be F,. Plane F,(x,y,z):O partit ions set R into three subsets. See Fig. 2 for graphical
i l lustration.
.  Region n:  {p i :  Fr(x; ,y i ,z)  }  0,  i  e I - } :
.  Reg ions  lp i :  F r (x i ,y i , z i )  10 ,  i  e  I - \ ;
. F,: {pi: F,(xi,yi,zi) : 0, i € 1- }. Furthermore, p1 and p2 determine a certain l ine in the plane F,(xi,! i,z) : 0,
say ax * by: c, which partitions F, into seven disjoint subsets:
SR1:  F ,  n  \p i ' .  ax ; *  by ,>  c ,  i  e  I - l ;
SR2: F,  n lp i ' .  { tx;*  byt  < c,  i  e I  } ;
I i  lp i :  axi  *  byt  -  c and xi  I  xt ,  i  e I - l :
Iz: lpi 1 axi* by, - c and xt I xr/- x2, i e I-\;
I{ Ipi | 0x; * by,: c and x2.-- xi, i  e I-]1
Pl  lp i :  wi th the same locat ion as pt ,  i  e I - l '
Pz:  \p i :wi th the same locat ion vs pz,  i  e I - \ .
We define set
cs(pt ,Pz) :
sn, Ur, Up, U trUprU13,sR1,sRr U.r3,sR1 Ur,U"r,snr Ur, U prUrr,
sn, Urr U prUtrUp1,sR2,snr U11, sR2 Ur, Upl, sR2 Ur, U", Utr,
sn,Ur,  Up, U rrUp2,sR2Ur,  U",  UrrU,rUr, ,sRz,sn, [Jr , ,
{sn,,sn, U11,sR1 Ur,Up',sR' Ur,Up, U12,sR' Ur,  U",  l ) rr l ) rr ,
sn, Ur, U P2,sR2Ur, U", Urr,5n, Ur, U prUr, Up, ).
Fig. 2. 3-D Illustration of the algorithm.
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Based on the regions defined above, it is easy to see S* corresponds to one of the following subset of
R:
Regiona;
Regiona U,E (any E e Cs(pt,pz)),
Regions;
Regions U E (any E e CS(pt,p)).
The following Rank and Search algorithm is designed to enumerate the above subsets efficiently.
First, we determine a certain sequence for each pair of points in R. For instance, the sequence can go in the
fo l low ing  order :  P t ,Pz i  P t ,Pz , . . . ,P t ,pn , . . . ipn  t ,pn .Eachpa i r  w i l l  be  processed in  one i te ra t ion .  Wi thout  loss
of generality, assume in the current iteration, we are checking pair pt,pz, which we call the current checking
pair. We use (xi,yi,z) to denotep;'s coordinates. In the following, we discuss the algorithm according to three
cases.
Case l. If xt * x2 or lt * y2 (please refer to Fig. 3 for i l lustration)
1. Plane l'6 divides the three-dimension space into two subspaces, 51 (including F6) and, 52. It also divides Set
R into R51 and R52, where R51 e R contains all points in R that are located within 51, and Rsz: R\R",.
2. For any other point, say p, e 2 3):
If p,' is not on the line created by p, and p2, we can get a plane F, that contains pr,pz and p,. Compute the
angle (the one less than or equal to 90o), A,., between plane F, and. F,. If p, 
€ 
Rsr is below the plane F, or
p,e Rsz is above the plane d, ,  let  A, :  -A, .
I f  p,  is  on the l ine created by p1 and p2, let  A, :  -100..
3' Rank the points in R51 (and also R52) non-increasingly according to the angle A,.
4' For each point Pr, s&Y 1, € Rsr, the subsets determined by the current checking pair and p, are as follows(similar results can be derived for each point in Rs2):
o Regiona: U :  p i  e R51 and Ai> A,\  U Ll  :  p i  e Rsz and Ai< A,\ :
.  Reg ions :  U :  p i  €  R51 and -90o {  A i<  A , \  U  t l :  p i  e  Rsz  and A i>  A, } ;
.  SRr --  { j  :p7 € R51 and Ai :  A,} :
. SRz : I, j  : pi e Rsz and A1: A,\,
' If Ai - - 100o, then 7 is a candidate for the sets 11 , 12, 13, P1 or P2 depending on its relative location with
respect to p, and p2.
The most t ime consuming step is Step 3, which takes O(,n/logM). After that, each candidate solution (for
each successive choice of r) can be constructed in o( l ) time.
3 8 1
Fig.  3.  2-D I l lustrat ion of  the alcor i thm.
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Case 2. I1' rt : xz, lt - f2 and z1 * 22
Then pl andp2together with any other point in R can determine a plane that either contains or is parallel
with the z :0 axis. This means we can reduce the problem to two-dimension (OXn, which has been studied in
Shu et  a l .  (2005).
Case 3. I f  xl  :  xz, f  t  -  ) t2 and zr: 22
We can skip this iteration since pz is located at the same position as pr.
It is easy to see that in order to enumerate all possible solutions for S*, and choose the best one among them
to solve Problem f(l), *e need O(1/') iterations and each iteration takes O(Nlog/V), thus the complexity of this
algori thm is O(MlogM).
4.2. Finding an upper bound
At each iteration of the Lagrangian procedure, we find an upper bound as follows. We initially fix the DC
locations at those sites for which Xj:1 in the current Lagrangian solution. Then we assign customers to DCs
accordins to the followins two cases.
For each customer assigned to at least one open DC in the Lagrangian solution, we assign the customer to
the DC 7 for which Yii: I and that increases the cost the least based on the assignments made so far.
For customers that were not assigned to any open DC in the Lagrangian solution, we assign each such cus-
tomer to the open DC which increases the total cost the least based on the assignments made so far.
4.3. Variable fixing
In the straightforward implementation of the above algorithm, we need to solve, for each j € J, problem
P(7) for each Lagrangian iteration. It will reduce the solution times dramatically if we can identify some
DCs what wil l not be included in the optimal solution and thus we do not have to solve problem P(7) asso-
ciated with 7. We show next how information on the upper bound and lower bound can be used to achieve
the above goal.
We use Zrp to denote the value of the optimal integral solution to Problem P. Let j* be a facility such that
rt. ) 0, and let UB be an upper bound for Problem P.
Claim l. If LB I r7 ) UB, then j* w,ill neuer be used as a DC in the optimal solution to Problem P.
This is easy to show by contradiction. SupposeT- is included in the solution, then Zrp remains unchanged if
we impose the additional condition: Xi. -l to the existing set of constraints. Thus, Zp )- D1,,soril
D,.,1,, * rj. : LB + ry . On the other hand, Zrc { UB, which gives rise to a contradiction.
Note that once we determine thatT- wil l never be used as a DC in the optimal solution, we do not need to
solve the corresponding pricing problem anymore in the rest of Ihe Lagrangian relaxation procedure.
Finally, if after the variable forcing routine, either the lower bound equals the upper bound or there are no
unforced DC location variables, then the solution corresponding to the upper bound is optimal, the lower
bound is then set to the upper bound and the algorithm terminates. Our computational results did not find
any instances in which the problem could not be solved to optimality at the root node of the branch and
bound tree, so we have not implemented a full branch and price code. We can easily implement such a code
by following the branching rules in Darskin et al. (2002).
5. Computation results
In this section, we present computational results for four different data sets, with sizes ranging from 40 to
320 customers. In all the data sets. we assume the customers are geographically dispersed in a square region.
We choose DCs from the locations of customers.
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We use the following parameter values:
383
h :  l ;  F j :  I } i  g i :  1 0 ;  a j :  5 :  L : 7 ;
zo:1.96 (97.5% serv ice level ) ;
p;: Uniformly drawn from [100, 1600];
ol: Uniformly drawn from [10,50];
f: Uniformly drawn from 1100,2001.
For the routing cost RC, which is a concave function of the total distance travelled, we use
RC/ : \Xl.a * V1* /41 in our tests. 1 is set to be 250.
We generate instances by varying the values of B (the distribution cost factor) and 0 (the inventory holding
cost factor). Our goal is to find out (1) how solution difficulty and the optimal number of DCs vary with the
changing of B and 0 values, and (2) what is the benefit of integrating inventory and routing decisions in the
strategic supply chain design models.
5.1. PerJbrmance oJ'the algorithm
The algorithm is implemented in C**. All the computational times are obtained on a DELL PC P4 run-
ning at 2.8 GHz using Windows XP.
Before we discuss the computational results, we want to point out that in our problem, all the three concave
functions are continuously increasing functions, thus we know that" p' , y' and 5' arc all non-negative, which
implies that in Step 4 of the Rank and Search algorithm, we only need to check points that determine a plane
with non-negative norm. Doing so can greatly improve the efficiency of the rank and searclz algorithm.
The parameters for the Lagrangian procedure (Carnerini et al., 1975) are shown in Table L Table 2 shows
the minimal, maximal and average CPU times for different sizes of the problem, and the CPU times reported
are based on 10 runs.
5.2. Impacts of inuentory cost ancl transportation cost on optimal decision
Tables 3-6 show the computational results for 40, 80, 160 and 320 customers, respectively. By varying the
values of B and 0, we can see clearly the impacts of transportation costs and inventory costs on DC selection,
customer assignment, and total running time of algorithm.
Table 1
Parameters for Lagrangian relaxation procedure
Parameter Value
Ini t ia l  i i
Initial scalar
Maximum number of iterations before halving scalar
Stopping criterion for Lagrangian relaxation
F i x l l x l 0 * f i
1 . 0 6
1 2
Upper Bound - Lower Bound < 0.00001 or all customers are fixed
Table 2
Solut ions t imes of the alsori thm






0 . 1  1 9
1 .086
t3.764






1 . 8 6 5
2 t . 5 1 2
262.851
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Table 3
Computation results for the 40-customer problem
Input Output
No. of  DCs CPU Time Upper bound Lower bound Percentase of costs
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Cornputation results for the 8O-customer oroblem
Inpu t Output
No. of  DCs CPU time Upper bound Lower bound Percentaee of costs
Loc.  Trans. Inv. Order
0.0010




























































Computation results for the 160-customer problem
Input Output
No. of  DCs CPU t ime Upper bound Lower bound Percentase of costs






























































Computation results for the 32O-customer o oblem
lnput Output
No. of  DCs CPU time Upper bound Lower bound Percentace of costs
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85.041
45806.728
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We observe from the computational results that as the relative weight of inventory costs goes up, the num-
ber of DCs located goes down; and as the importance of transport costs goes up' the number of DCs increases'
This observation is consistent with results from the literature (e.g., Shen et al. (2003))'
5.3. Benefits of supply chain integration
Ozsen (2004)shows that cost saving can be obtained by considering location and inventory decisions imul-
taneously instead of the sequential approach, where location decision is made before the inventory decision'
She also finds that the larger the proportion of inventory cost, the more the cost saving achieved by integra-
tion. She uses direct shipping to model the delivery from DCs to customers in both the integrated and the
sequential approaches.
In this section, we study the benefit of integration with one more level of decision-the routing decision' we
compare the costs from the following three approaches:
. Fully integratecl approach: integrate location, inventory, and vehicle routing decisions in the same model'
The routing distance is calculated using Eq. (7)'
c partially integrated approach: tntegrate iocalion and inventory decisions with direct shipping assumption to
determine the DC locations and customer assignments, then estimate the vehicle routing distance using (7)'
o Sequential approach: determine the locations of DCs based on uncapacitated facility location model, then
make inventory and routing decisions as discussed in Sections 3.1 and 3.3.
All computational experiments are conducted with a given data set with 80 customers. Figs. 4 9 illustrate
the percentages of the four cost components for different p and g values. Specifically, Figs. 4 and 5 present the
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Fig. 4. Cost components for the fully integrated approach as B varies (0:0.4).
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Fig.  6.  Cost  components for  the part ia l ly  integrated approach as B var ies (0:0.4) .
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Fig.  7.  Cost  components for  the part ia l ly  integrated approach as 0 var ies ( f  :0.0012)
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Fig.  8.  Cost  components for  the sequent ia l  approach as B var ies (0 :0.4) .
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Fig.  9.  Cost  components for  the sequent ia l  approach as 0 var ies (P:0.0012).
results for the fully integrated approach, Figs. 6 and 7 show those for the partially integrated approach, and
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From these figures, we observe that as the degree of integration increases, fewer DCs would be opened, and
the proportion of location cost decreases.
Tables 7 and 8 show the benefit of integration. In these two tables, data in the second and fourth columns,
"proportion of the location costs" and "proportion of the location, inventory and order costs", are calculated
for the fully integrated approach.
Comparing with the fully integrated approach, we observe that:
. for the sequential approach, the lower the proportion of location cost in total cost, the more benefit we can
obtain by integration;
. for the partially integrated approach, the lower the proportion of location and inventory cost in total cost,
the more benefit we can obtain by integration.
Both observations suggest that if the costs related to the tactical and operational decisions account for a
large portion of the total cost, then it is more beneficial to take these decisions into consideration when making
strategic location decisions.
Tabie 7
The benefit of fully integrated approach (0: 0.4)
ll Proportion of the The percentage improved by the
location costs (%,) fully integrated approach compared




The percentage improved by the
fully integrated approach compared
























8 . 3 3 0 8 5 1 5
Table 8
The benef i t  of  fu l ly  integrated approach ( f  :  0.0012)
0 Proportion of the The percentage improved by the
location costs ('2,) fully integrated approach compared




The percentage improved by the
fully integrated approach compared


























The benefit of fully integrated approach using genetic algorithm (0:0.4)
Proportion of the The percentage improved by the Proportion of the
location costs ('2,) fully integrated approach compared location, inventory and
to the sequential approach ('2,) order costs ('2,)
The percentage improved by the
fully integrated approach compared





0 .0013  28 .848198
0.0014 31.719t221
21.0422t88
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In the above computational experiments and comparisons, we calculate the total routing distance using (7).
Similar observations can also be obtained if we apply other methods to calculate the routing distance. For
instance, Table 9 shows the benefit of integration when a genetic algorithm is applied to calculate the routing
distance instead of (7). It is easy to see that the data in Table 9 reveal the same managerial insights as the data
in Tzrble 7 do.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have outl ined a model for the stochastic supply chain design problem. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first paper that takes into consideration nonlinear inventory costs and routing costs
when locating supply chain facilities. The model determines how many and where to locate DCs and how
to assign customers to the DCs to minimize the total system costs, which include DC location costs, expected
inventory costs at the DCs, and expected vehicle routing costs. This problem can be formulated as a nonlinear
integer programming problem. By exploiting the structure of this problem, we are able to solve it efficiently for
large sized problems.
The algorithm we provided can be applied to a wide range of other concave cost minimization problems.
Thus, this algorithm can find application in other fields as long as the objective of the problem are separably
concave.
The model proposed in this paper can be generalized to handle more general cases with distance or capacity
constraints. It is also interesting to extend the model to a multiple-product setting.
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